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JOHN NOONAN CALLINAN left his family home at West Gragan, County
Clare, for the last ti me in 1863 (see Plate 1). The timing of his departure coincided
with an agricultural depression, which induced severe financial hardship in rural
communities throughout Ireland.1 Yet the immediate cause of this act of
emigration was less the prospect of destitution than the death of John's father
earlier in the year. Michael Callinan (1790-1863) bequeathed a large tenant
farm of 90 acres to his eldest son, Patrick.2 The negotiations that led to the
transmission of family property gave precedence to collective interests, and
made emigration the most viable option for non-inheritors. John's eldest sister,
Catherine, had been sent to join relatives and friends resident at Ballarat in the
Australian colony of Victoria. A younger brother, Michael, followed three years
later and settled in west Melbourne, where he developed a substantial contracting
business. The passage of other family members awaited the arrangement of
Patrick's marriage in 1860, the payment of their sister-in-law's dowry, and his

Plate 1: John Noonan Callinan of West Gragan, County Clare, emigrated to Victoria
aboard the Eastern Empire in 1863 and settled on the West Coast in the mid-1870s.
He is pictured standing to the immediate right of his daughter, Kathleen, who married
Richard Rogers at Greymouth on 24 July 1906. < Courtesy of Brian Nolan)
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succession to the land. The death of their father marked an end to the transitional
period between each of these events and opened the way for a further reduction
in the size of the family household at West Gragan. John's voyage to Victoria
aboard the Eastern Empire in mid-1863, and the later arrival of his mother and
three younger siblings on the White Star, completed a complex process that
involved the transfer of land at home and the transplantation of non-inheriting
children abroad.3
No written account of John Callinan's subsequent movements in Australasia
survives, although it is clear that he chose not to remain permanently in
Melbourne. Parish records show that he married Bridget O'Neil, a farmer's
daughter from Newmarket, County Tipperary, at the Roman Catholic Chapel in
Euroa on 2 January 1871. The couple made for the prosperous agricultural district
of Kyneton later that year and their eldest surviving child, Catherine, was born
there in 1872.4 Although the available evidence is ambiguous, it seems likely
that the presence of kinsfolk in Westland may have encourage them to seek new
opportunities across the Tasman. The Callinans landed at the flourishing porttown of Hokitika in 1874 and settled in an isolated hinterland community some
distance from Goldsborough. Bridget gave birth to two more children — Kate
and James — during their sojourn on the diggings and must have found life
onerous in the wretched conditions of the mining camp. After several years of
struggle, the couple abandoned the Waimea and shifted north to Brunnerton,
where John found steady work as a coal-miner. Three decades of continuous
residence in the small mining township were broken only by an unsuccessful
stint at hotel-keeping in Westport, which ended in bankruptcy in 1902. This
misadventure prompted John's return to wage labour in Brunnerton and later in
Greymouth. It was here that he remained, outliving his wife and two eldest
children, before dying at Kotuku in April 1933. The funeral attracted 'a numerous
attendance of friends', many of whom travelled 'from the country districts' to
witness the burial of an Irish tenant farmer's son in the Catholic section of the
Kararo cemetery.5
John and Bridget Callinan were among several thousand Irish men and women
who settled on the West Coast of New Zealand's South Island during the
nineteenth century. Like the Callinans, most of these newcomers made their
way to the region from the Australian colonies and many belonged to expatriate
social networks that extended back and forth across the Tasman. Despite the
importance of these connections, the West Coast Irish have attracted little
attention from scholars exploring the various diasporic communities scattered
throughout Australasia.6 There exists no detailed treatment of their story and
we still await a regional equivalent of Malcolm Campbell's fine-grained portrait
of the Irish in south-western New South Wales.7 Yet the same mechanisms that
bound the parish of Clonoutly to Boorowa, and Dromore to Illawarra, also
connected Burawn with Charleston, Kilrush with Kumara, and Skibbereen with
Addison's Flat. The Irish pattern of settlement was largely a self-perpetuating
phenomenon that sustained a complex web of linkages stretching from Nelson
Creek to Ballarat, and from south Westland to distant parishes in County Clare.
In common with their contemporaries who emigrated to eastern Australia, the
West Coast Irish constructed enduring ties of kinship and acquaintance that
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enabled them to appropriate a new environment and build a strong and assertive
expatriate community.
This essay examines the broad dimensions of Irish migration to the West
Coast during the period 1864-1900. 8 It seeks to determine the key demographic
features of the movement and amalgamate these findings with recent work in
Irish-Australian studies. In my view, an understanding of the West Coast migrant
saga is incomplete unless its close historical connections with the Australian
colonies are taken into account.9 The analysis that follows is in two parts. In the
first section, I want to develop an intensive micro-level investigation of the
migratory currents that flowed into the West Coast from various points of origin.10
This inquiry shows that the Irish migrant stream was comprised of heterogeneous
strands, which differed according to variables such as age, gender, regional
origin, religion and marital status.
The second section explores the relative influence of informal social networks
in shaping key aspects of the migration process.11 The significance of these
institutions in sustaining transoceanic inflows to nineteenth-century New Zealand
has been challenged by Miles Fairburn, who argues that migrants ventured here
'alone or as members of their immediate families and thus left behind their
blood and affinal relationships'.12 According to Fairburn, a lack of continuity
with Old World kindred ties is indicated by the rarity of transplanted
communities, a chronic shortage of females, small numbers of elderly kinsfolk,
and relatively modest levels of chain migration.13 These factors, he suggests,
ensured that the colony received a larger proportion of bondless individuals
than other new societies.14 Fairburn's emphasis on the atomizing effect of colonial
population movements is a useful corrective to idealized notions of community
in New Zealand immigration history. But his account of migrant connections is
inadequate on an empirical level because it fails to grasp the transnational nature
of informal networks that articulated social relations across large distances.15
On the West Coast goldfields, Irish men and women were not inevitably severed
from their Old World associations. Rather, it seems that newcomers were reliant
on expatriate neighbours, friends and kinsfolk for material assistance and
companionship during the course of their transition to a new environment. This
pattern held true regardless of a person's time of arrival or social background
and provides strong evidence for the persistence of Old World social ties —
which extended across time and space — among the region's Irish population.16
To nineteenth-century Irish men and women, emigration to the distant Australian
colonies was less attractive than to North America.17 The average cost of an
unsubsidized fare on the southern route ranged from three to five times the rate
of a transatlantic crossing in the 1850s.18 In addition, the length of the voyage
made the colonies of recent settlement less accessible to potential migrants
than Britain or North America.19 These competitive disadvantages were partially
ameliorated by the policies of colonial governments, which offered extensive
subsidies to attract migrants from the British Isles. State financial assistance
was a crucial distinguishing feature of Irish movement to the colonies. It
broadened the scope of immigrant recruitment and enabled politicians and
administrators to impose some degree of control over the selection of
newcomers.20 Colonial officials attempted to match the number of government199
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assisted passengers selected from England, Wales, Ireland and Scotland
according to each nationality's representation in the population of the United
Kingdom. At the same time, they made strenuous efforts to achieve the
Wakefieldian prescription for an even balance of the sexes by extending
preferential terms to single women.21 However, strong competition existed for
migrant labour in Great Britain, and recruitment agents sent out substantial
contingents of Irish passengers when other 'British' settlers were unavailable.22
This infusion of 'undesirables' provoked considerable anxiety in the colonies,
where it sharpened anti-Irish sentiment and led to persistent complaints about
the size and quality of the Irish intake.23
Almost one-third of a million Irish ventured to Australasia between 1840
and 1914, along with 40,000-50,000 Irish felons transported into penal exile in
eastern Australia at imperial expense from 1788-1853. Relatively few elected
to go to the colonies during the Great Famine, when more than one million
people fled Ireland for safer havens abroad.24 But the discovery of gold in 1851
led to an influx of nearly 100,000 Irish migrants, doubling the number of arrivals
between 1836 and 1850.25 This spectacular increase continued into the early
1860s before it slowed temporarily, regaining momentum from the mid-1870s
until the beginning of the next decade. Thereafter, the intensity of Irish movement
to Australia slackened and became a relatively minor flow.26 In global terms,
the colonies accounted for about one-fourteenth of all the Irish-born people
resident abroad in the later nineteenth century. Australian census returns from
1891 show that more than two-thirds of the expatriates had settled in Victoria
(37.6%) and New South Wales (33.1%), compared with about one-fifth in
Queensland (19.0%). Much smaller numbers were resident in South Australia
(6.3%), Tasmania (2.5%) and Western Australia (1.5%). 27 Irish migrants
constituted nearly one-quarter of the foreign-born component nationally in the
same year and were second only to the English-born as a source of Australia's
immigrant population.28
Irish migration to the West Coast of New Zealand's South Island differed in
several crucial respects from the corresponding movement of free immigrants
to the Australian colonies. In the first instance, the migrant stream contained an
overwhelming preponderance of males throughout the nineteenth century. This
was largely a consequence of timing, in that the gold rushes (1865-1868) took
place concurrently with colonization and did not follow the introduction of
agriculture or extensive pastoralism as in New South Wales and Victoria. In
addition, the region's main ecological modes of gold, coal and timber were
extractive industries based on heavy manual labour. Taken as a whole, these
factors militated against a balance of the sexes outside the major towns and
ensured that the West Coast's Irish-born population retained a male imperium
until well into the twentieth century.
An equally striking contrast with the Irish-Australian experience is that most
newcomers were already seasoned colonials prior to their arrival and many had
spent considerable periods in other New World settings. The extensive mobility
of individual migrants is vividly illustrated in the case of Murtagh Doyle, a
publican's son from Coolesholl, County Wexford, who emigrated to the state of
New York and joined the US Army at Buffalo in 1857. When the American
Civil War broke out in 1861, Doyle fought with the 8th Regiment of US Infantry
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and received an honourable discharge for 'loss of sight' near Berlin, Maryland,
in 1862. Notwithstanding this disability, he immediately enlisted in the U S
Marine Corps and served on both the U S S Union and U S R S Vandalia for the
remainder of the conflict. After the expiration of his term of service, D o y l e
returned to Ireland and married Susan Cassidy, a farmer's daughter from
Kilcavan, at the Catholic Chapel of Tomacork, County W i c k l o w , on 27
November 1871. The couple sailed to Lyttelton on the Opawa with three children
in 1878, and the following year moved to Greymouth, where Murtagh pursued
his trade as a baker.29 The more modest migration paths of Robert Patterson
from Killyleagh, County Down, and Daniel Sheedy, from County Cork, included
extended sojourns on the Otago diggings and were more representative of Irish
movement to the region. Both men began their careers on the Victorian goldfields
before joining the rushes to Gabriel's Gully in 1861 and south Westland four
years later.3" Prior colonial experiences such as these provided newcomers with
an extensive repertoire of skills and resources that facilitated their adjustment
to a harsh and unfamiliar environment.
Thirdly, colonial officials were much less influential in determining the
characteristics of the region's migrant stream than in the Australian colonies. It
is true that state financial assistance played an important role in attracting
newcomers to the West Coast during N e w Zealand's immigration drives of the
1870s. But the main impact of government recruitment policies occurred
circuitously, through decisions taken by selecting agents working on behalf of

Plate 2: A Limerick-born labourer, Patrick Bourke, met Margaret McGirr of County
Armagh on the Timaru's voyage to Otago in 1882. The couple were married at St.
Patrick's Church, Greymouth, on 19 November 1887. This photo shows the Bourke
family in 1902: (Lto R) Back: Kate (1896-), Patrick. Jr (1892-1973). Margaret
(1895-1982). Middle: Frank (1891-1976), Margaret (nee McGirr, 1862-1919). Jack
(1898-1979). Patrick, Snr (1856-1945). Front: Alice (1900-1991). Mary Ellen
(1904-1969). (Courtesy of Ron Patterson)
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the eastern Australian colonies or the three main South Island provinces. Typical
in this regard was Limerick-born Patrick Bourke and his younger sister,
Catherine, who obtained assisted passages to Port Chalmers aboard the Timaru
in 1882. Also on the voyage was Margaret McGirr, an eighteen-year-old from
County Tyrone, whom Bourke later married at St Patrick's Church in Greymouth
on 19 November 1887 (see Plate 2).31 Like many other government-assisted
passengers arriving on the West Coast, all three resided for several years at
their original point of destination before leaving to re-join kinsfolk and friends.
In each of these cases administrative decisions taken elsewhere contributed
towards further immigration into the region by Irish settlers and ensured that
some of the preferences of colonial selecting agencies found expression in the
distinctive make-up of the local population.
Despite these differences in timing and composition, there were striking
similarities between the respective profiles of Irish migration to the West Coast
and the eastern colonies of Australia. Nowhere was this more apparent than in
the strong presence of expatriates in each of these places. Census figures show
that the Irish component of the West Coast's foreign-born population was about
one-quarter for the years 1864-1900, a proportion that closely matched the
comparative percentages recorded in 1901 for New South Wales (22.0%),
Victoria (24.2%), and Queensland (21,9%).32 The Irish-born contingent reached
its peak at the height of the gold rushes and declined thereafter both in absolute
terms and as a percentage of the entire population. Newcomers maintained a
rough parity with their English-born counterparts until late in the century, and
consistently outnumbered continental European and Scottish-born migrants by
more than two-to-one (see Table 1). Generally speaking, Irish men showed a
greater propensity to settle on the goldfields or in newly opened agricultural
Table 1: Breakdown of West Coast's Foreign-Born Population, 1867-1906
1867

1878

1886

1896

1906

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

Ireland

32.6

4866

3993

25.9

2501

34.0

4777

26.6
(14.6)
28.4
(15.7)

3257

England
Scotland

14.3

2196

28.0
(18.8)
27.5
(18.4)
12.6
(8.5)
12.5
(8.4)

1793

5.6
(3.7)
10.1
(6.8)

1288

14.2
(7.8)
10.6
(5.9)
8.6
(4.7)
8.3
(4.5)

21.2
(7.5)
28.2
(9.9)
13.8
(4.9)
22.4

Country

of

Birth

Australia

?

2174

China

?

966

Cont/Europe

?

1754

Other
TOTALS
Foreign Born
NZ-Bom

9

?

653

3.8
(2.5)

17,386
8.514
25,900

4272
2126
1599

1239

501

3.3
(1.8)

15,018
12.279
27,297

3682

(11.0)
29.3
(12.5)
14.3

1063

(6.1)
11.0
(4.7)
8.5

"" 9 2 7

(3.6)
7.4

1384

3330
1633
2640
482
819

(3.1)
446

3.6
(1.5)

12,552
16.940
29,492

(7.9)
4.1
(1.4)
6.9
(2.4)

388

3.3
(1.2)

11,793
21.715
33.508

1. Sources: Census of New Zealand, 1878-1906. The figures for 1867 have been extracted form Murray McCaskill, 'The
Historical Geography of Westland before 1914', PhD thesis. University of Canterbury, 1960, pp.6/17, 7/17, 6/18 and 6/21.
McCaskill's estimates are based on a sample of 1600 people whose birthplaces were recorded in the annual reports of the
Hokitika, GreyRiver and Reefton Hospitals between the years 1866-1874.
2. The percentages displayed with brackets record the respective proportions of the foreign-bom components in relation to the
entire West Coast population.
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districts than other foreign-born settlers.31 Irish women, on the other hand, were
proportionately more likely to reside in urban boroughs compared to most other
nationalities, with the notable exception of the Australian-born. As a
consequence, the predominance of males was counterbalanced in the three major
towns of Westport, Greymouth and Hokitika, where the sex ratios of the
population approached those characteristic of the wider diaspora. There were
some important local variations. In the counties of Grey and Westland, for
example, Irish migrants comprised the largest foreign-born group at each census
between the years 1878-1906. But the overwhelming impression is that
newcomers dispersed widely throughout the region on their arrival and did not
cluster together in localized concentrations. Viewing all the data, it is difficult
to escape the conclusion that the West Coast Irish were a diverse 'charter group'
with a powerful role in defining the nature of the society they were creating.34
What were the geographical origins of the region's Irish population? Figure 1
suggests that the epicentre of Irish migration was located in the rural southern
midland districts of Clare, Limerick, Tipperary, King's and Kilkenny. These
places provided more than two-fifths of all emigrants from Ireland to the West
Figure 1: C o u n t y Origins of the West Coast Irish, 1 8 6 4 - 1 9 0 0
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Coast, and their preponderance strongly indicates the Australian antecedents of
the inflow. This is particularly evident in the case of counties Clare and Tipperary,
which dominated Victoria's intake and contributed the largest share of
newcomers in absolute numbers and relative to their respective populations
(see Table 2). An important secondary concentration developed around the highly
urbanized north-east Ulster counties of Antrim, Down and Londonderry, an
area that contained Protestant majorities and a rapidly expanding industrial
sector.35 Altogether emigrants from Ulster comprised about one-quarter of the
inflow, while Connaught and several Leinster counties were under-represented
(see Table 3). This disparity is further accentuated by the fact that a majority of
those from the western province emanated from a single county — Galway —
with Dublin, Kilkenny, King's and Meath accounting for three-fifths of all
Leinster-born migrants. Along the western seaboard, counties Kerry and Donegal
established close associations with Westland during the early stages of
colonization and may have contributed a number of bilingual Irish-speakers.
Table 2: Rankings of Irish Counties of Origin, 1864-1900
Relative
intensity of
Irish
emigration
to West
Coast,
per county
population
in 1861
COUNTY
Clare
Tipperary
Limerick
Kerry
Londonderry
Kings
Kilkenny
Antrim
Galway
Donegal
Waterford
Leitrim
Cork
Meath
Down
Monaghan
Queens
Wicklow
Cavan
Fermanagh
Carlow
Dublin
Westmeath
Armagh
Tyrone
Longford
Kildare
Louth
Roscommon
Wexford
Sligo
Mayo

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Origins of
West Coast
Irish-born
population,
in absolute
numbers.
1864-1900

2
1
5
6
9
15
12
4
7
9
14
19
3
20
11
18
22
23
17
21
31
8
25
15
13
29
27
29
23
27
31
25

(178)
(188)
(103)
(81)
(66)
(30)
(41)
(117)
(80)
(66)
(34)
(26)
(133)
(24)
(64)
(27)
(17)
(16)
(28)
(19)
(10)
(68)
(15)
(30)
(37)
(11)
(13)
(ID
(16)
(13)
(10)
(15)

Percentage
living in
towns
(from
highest to
lowest)

24
10
8
21
6
14
17
2
20
31
7
32
5
24
4
28
18
12
31
25
15
1
16
9
22
26
13
3
27
11
19
29

Valuation
of lands
per person,
1891 (from
highest to
lowest

25
8
12
30
23
9
5
18
27
31
15
29
21
1
14
17
7
4
26
16
6
10
2
19
24
20
3
13
22
11
28
32

Proportion
of persons
in
commercial
occupations.
(from
highest to
lowest)
27
13
8
18
7
14
15
2
21
24
3
32
5
20
6
26
19
9
29
23
16
1
25
11
22
30
12
4
31
10
17
28

Proportion
of persons
in industrial
occupations
1891 (from
highest to
lowest)

26
19
10
25
5
16
17
1
29
12
8
31
11
14
2
23
20
18
27
22
15
4
21
3
7
24
9
6
30
13
28
32

Proportion of
Proportion
families in third- of Iiishand fourth-class speaking
housing, 1891
inhabitants,
(from highest to 1891 (fi
lowest)
highest
lowest)

14
25
11
4
14
18
27
32
5
2
27
14
23
3
31
17
19
29
13
22
30
6
21
24
10
20
12
9
8
26
7
1

5
12
9
3
20
23
13
27
1
6
4
11
7
19
28
16
28
28
17
21
28
22
23
18
14
23
23
15
10
28
8
2

1. Table 2 is modelled on Kerby Miller, Emigrants and Exiles: Ireland and the Irish Exodus to North America, New York,
1985, Table 7, p.578.
2. Sources: Registry of Births, Deaths and Marriages; Probate Files, CH 171, National Archives, Christchurch; Passenger
Lists, IM-CH 4 and IM-15, National Archives, Wellington; W.E. Vaughan and A.H. Fitzpatrick, eds, Irish Historical
Statistics: Population 1821-1971, Dublin, 1971, pp.261-353; Miller, Emigrants and Exiles, Table 10, p.580.
3. The figures displayed in brackets record the numbers of West Coast Irish from each county (N=1587).
4. The relative intensity of emigration (column 1) is indicated by dividing the number of emigrants by the county population
in 1861.
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Table 3: Regional Propotions of W e s t Coast Irish by D a t e of Arrival in
N e w Zealand, 1864-1900
pre-1860

1860-64

1865-69

1870-74

1875-79

post1880

not
known

Totals

Ulster
N
%

28
33.3

154
34.6

135
24.4

40
24.7

35
26.1

25
22.7

37

454
28.0

N
%
Connaught
N
%
Munster
N
%

17
20.2

78
17.5

111
20.1

20
12.3

13
9.7

14
12.7

16

269
17.0

11
13.1

47
10.6

45
8.2

14
8.6

9
6.7

9
8.2

12

147
9.1

28
33.3

166
37.3

261
47.3

88
54.3

77
57.5

62
56.4

35

717
45.9

84
5.3

445
28.0

552
34.8

162
10.2

134
8.4

110
6.9

100
6.3

1587
100

Leinster

TOTALS
N
%

Sources: Registry of Births, Deaths and Marriages (Lower Hutt); Probate Files, C H 171, National Archives, Christchurch;
Passenger Lists, I M - C H 4 and IM-15, National Archives, Wellington. Additional information on individual migrants was
obtained f r o m genealogies, newspaper obituaries and cemetery transcripts.

There is also evidence to suggest that certain key parishes or districts with strong
Australian connections, such as Ballyvaughan in County Clare and Nenagh in
County Tipperary, were particularly inclined to send emigrants to the region.
In sum, the data underlines the importance of southern Ireland and, more
specifically, the south-midland counties as the primary source of the West Coast's
Irish population. This finding is broadly consistent with Murray McCaskill's
pioneering analysis of Westland tombstone inscriptions, which reported 'a
notable regional concentration' for Ireland based around the six adjacent counties
of Tipperary, Kerry, Cork, Limerick, Clare and Galway.36 However, the region
also received substantial infusions from north-east Ulster and can be pictured
as a hybrid of the Australian and New Zealand emigrations.
The balance of religious affiliations of Irish migrants to the West Coast closely
resembled the patterns found in Irish society as a whole. Table 4 shows that
Roman Catholics comprised about three-quarters of the total influx throughout
Table 4: Religious D e n o m i n a t i o n of W e s t Coast Irish by D a t e of Arrival in
N e w Zealand, 1864-1900
pre-1860

1860-64

1865-69

1870-74

1875-79

post1880

not
known

Totals

Catholic
N
%

75
73.5

343
68.3

486
76.5

145
78.4

120
85.1

100
83.3

89

1358
74.6

N
%
Presbyterian
N
%
Wesleyan
N
%
Other
N
%

10
9.8

75
14.9

70

16
8.6

8
5.7

6
5.0

14

11.0

199
10.9

4
3.9

36
7.2

32
5.0

7
3.8

6
4.2

7
5.8

5

97
5.3

2
2

13
2.6

2
0.3

6
3.2

0
0

0
0

4

27
1.5

11
10.8

35
7.0

45
7.1

11
5.9

7
5.0

7
5.8

24

140
7.7

102
5.6

502
27.6

635
34.9

185
10.2

141
7.7

120
6.6

136
7.5

1821
100

Anglican

TOTALS
N
%

Sources: All data obtained f r o m the same source as Table 3.
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the nineteenth century. This proportion increased markedly after the mid-1870s
and reflected the prevalence of chain migration among the southern Irish, who
encouraged relatives and friends to follow them to various points of destination.
The residual category 'other' is a curious anomaly in the wider picture and
requires an explanation. These figures include migrants for whom no information
on denominational association could be found in the extant listings. In some
cases, an unfortunate combination of sudden death, difficult terrain and distance
from churches conspired to prevent religious practitioners officiating at all
funerals. Elsewhere, these silences no doubt indicate a lack of religiosity on the
part of the deceased. In an 1874 report to the Marist Vicar-General, for example,
the parish priest at Reefton, Michael Cummins, lamented that all around the
district:
. . . there are little digging townships with a Catholic population — but too far and the
way too difficult for them to meet in one place for mass •— as Boatmans & Larrys —
neither of them have chapel or school as yet — Lyell—central place, second in importance
. . . is a fearful place both naturally and supernaturally speaking — the people are drunken,
immoral and boisterous, no proper hotel, no chapel, no school and nothing done towards
either . . . it is full of nominal Catholics of all nations and deserves no other name than
little hel [sic]. There is much good to be done, but the large and dangerous rivers and
frost and snow melting, where with two and three feet wide tracks, we have to ride 1700
feet above a river or precipice, render it difficult for me to attend to all alone.37

It seems likely that the data understates the true proportion of Roman Catholics
among the Irish-born. In the first place, this group was more inclined to settle in
the isolated communities of the goldfields than those of other denominations.
Evidence from parish returns for Ahaura and Greymouth show that poor
communications prevented priests from reaching Catholics in remote districts
regularly and forced them to construct a series of stations in private homes.38
Secondly, the figures tend to obscure the long-term impact of the post-1880
immigrants, most of whom were Catholic and still living at the end of the period
under study. Notwithstanding these caveats, it can be safely assumed that the
Catholic-Protestant breakdown exceeded that for the New Zealand province of
Canterbury (37/63) and generally mirrored the eastern Australian colonies of
Victoria (70/30), New South Wales (71/29) and Queensland (72/28).39
A notable feature of the available documentation is the degree to which Roman
Catholics were disproportionately over-represented among the emigrants from
north-east Ulster relative to their share of the area's population. Altogether,
Catholics accounted for almost two-fifths of all those born in counties Antrim
and Down, while Presbyterians comprised only one-quarter of the inflow, even
though this group were the most numerous in both places. This predominance
constituted an extreme version of denominational depletion rates then present
within Ulster, where between 1861 and 1911 the Catholic population declined
by about 29% compared with a 16% decrease among Presbyterians and a 6%
fall in the number of Church of Ireland (Anglican) adherents.40 Ulster Anglicans
were over-represented on the West Coast in proportion to the North's nonCatholic population, but the Church of Ireland provided relatively fewer
emigrants from the southern provinces than might have been expected. Among
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Westland's Protestant population, the Anglican element was notable for its strong
representation in larger urban centres, such as Greymouth and Westport. In
addition, more than one-half of all Anglican men and two-fifths of their
Presbyterian brethren had arrived in the colony before 1865, compared with
only one-third of Catholic males. This data provides support for the view that
the unrestricted flow of migrants to the West Coast from Australia was dominated
by 'South Irish country Papists', while the population received substantial
numbers of northerners through immigration schemes operated by provincial
administrations in Otago and Canterbury, which favoured migrants from northeast Ulster.41
Table 5: Sex Distribution a n d Sex Ratios of West Coast Irish, 1864-1900
pre-1860

1860-64

1865-69

1870-74

1875-79

post-1880

not
known

Total

Sex Distribution of Irish Migrants
Male
Female

N
%

82
6.1

425
31.6

437
32.5

107
7.9

88
6.5

12
5.3

135
10.0

1346
100

N
%

24
4.0

107
17.7

228
37.7

82
13.6

59
9.6

48
7.9

57
9.4

605
100

Sex Ratios of Male to Female Irish Migrants
Region

Religion

Ulster
Leinster
Connaught
Munster

3.54
1.80
2.13
1.95

.1
1
1
1

Catholic
Anglican
Presbyterian
Wesleyan

2.30
2.62
3.04
2.00

: 1
: 1
:1
: 1

Selected
Counties

Average Sex Ratio

Antrim
Down
Derry
Dublin
Galway
Clare
Tipperary
Limerick

5.50
7.00
2.66
1.06
1.76
1.87
1.85
1.58

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2.22 :

Sources: All data obtained f r o m the same source as Table 3.

An examination of sex ratios among Irish migrants to the region indicates a
number of significant local variations (see Table 5). The inflow from County
Dublin, for example, contained a disproportionate number of married couples
and an almost equal balance of the sexes. Counties Tipperary, Limerick and
Clare, on the other hand, were more typical in terms of the respective percentages
of men and women. Male dominance was greatest among emigrants from the
north-east Ulster counties of Antrim and Down, which contributed a smaller
proportion of women to the diaspora than other places in Ireland over the entire
period 1851-1920. Yet the ratio of males to females from each county (5.5:1
and 7:1) considerably exceeded the comparable dimensions of the wider outflow
(1.31:1 and 1.5:1). Ulster men outnumbered their female counterparts 3.54:1
on the West Coast, while the sex ratios were much less skewed for the southern
provinces.
The chronic excess of emigrant males from north-east Ulster is difficult to
explain. Presumably this exceptional configuration owed something to the socioeconomic pressures generated in rural Ulster, which favoured the consolidation
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of holdings into commercial farms and the concentration of the region's linen
industry in the factories of Belfast and its adjacent towns at the expense of
cottage manufacturing in the countryside. Although the north's urban-industrial
growth provided opportunities unavailable elsewhere in post-famine Ireland,
the region could not absorb all the farmers' disinherited children, unemployed
rural artisans or farm labourers displaced by these processes. Moreover, some
forms of employment stimulated by economic expansion were less accessible
to men than women, making overseas destinations more attractive for males
than short-distance migration to the northern industrial towns. The high rates of
male emigration that accompanied the decline of Ulster's population by onefifth between 1851 and 1911 were unique in the context of the post-famine
exodus. It is significant that most of the Ulster men who made their way to the
West Coast chose to leave home during a period of relatively high emigration
from the northern province in the 1850s. Emigration from Antrim and Down
increased by 114% and 36% respectively throughout the decade, compared with
a decrease of 44.5% in total emigration from the whole of Ireland.42 The
prominence of single males in the inflow was, therefore, accentuated by the
nature and timing of their departure from Ireland, as well as the disparity of the
sexes typical of populations of goldfields.
Another important finding from this study is that more than half of all Irish
females (53.1%) who settled on the West Coast in the nineteenth century had
married elsewhere before their arrival.43 This preponderance of married women
in the inflow counterbalances the misplaced focus in local histories on the lives
of prostitutes and colourful individuals such as Barbara Weldon and Bridget
Goodwin.44 For many Irish women, marriage must have determined whether
the decision to emigrate was related to their own employment opportunities or
those of their husbands and eldest children. By contrast, four-fifths of adult
males were single when they reached the West Coast and a substantial number
remained unattached until the end of their lives (see Table 6).
Of all the new migrants who married outside New Zealand before they arrived
(431), more than half married in Australia (53.6%). About two-fifths had taken
their vows in Victoria (42.9%), while those who formed unions elsewhere in
New Zealand were overwhelmingly inclined to celebrate marriages in Otago.
Most surprising, however, is the number of couples that married before they
left Ireland (38.7%). In a study of Irish family life in Victoria, Chris McConville
has plausibly suggested that these folk may have challenged the 'exacting
tyranny' of Ireland's inheritance rules by arranging improvident unions.45 In
these cases, he argues, the promise of an assisted passage to the colony served
as a form of punishment for those who had defied the complex demands of
rural Irish society. Similar tensions in the workings of post-famine Ireland's
dowry system have been documented by David Fitzpatrick and Kerby Miller.46
There is currently insufficient evidence to test the adequacy of this hypothesis
for the West Coast Irish. Nonetheless, the extant listings show that marriage in
Ireland before emigration was an experience shared by one-quarter of all women
and about one-twelfth of the men.
The age-group distribution of the sample at their time of arrival in New
Zealand reflects the previous migration experiences of the inflow (see Table 7).
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Table 6: Demographic Characteristics of the West Coast Irish at Date of Arrival in New Zealand,
1864-1900
pre-1860
Children
(0-14)
N
%
Single
N
%
Married
N
%

1860-64

1865-69

1870-74

1875-79 post-1880

Age and Marital Status

not
known

Total

13
12.3

7
1.3

7
1.0

7
3.7

7
4.8

4
3.3

0

45
2.4

71
67.0

425
79.9

484
72.8

122
64.6

91
61.9

90
75.0

122

1405
74.2

22
20.7

100
18.8

174
26.2

60
31.7

49
33.3

26
21.7

13

444
23.4

Marital Status of Adult Males
Single
N
%
Married
N
%

68
89.5

376
88.7

367
84.4

79
75.2

61
72.6

55
79.7

103

1109
85.2

8
10.5

48
11.3

68
15.6

26
24.8

23
27.3

14
20.3

5

192
14.8

-

Marital Status of Adult Females
Single
N
%
Married
N
%

3
17.6

49
48.5

117
52.5

43
55.8

30
53.6

35
74.5

19

296
54.0

14
82.4

52
51.5

106
47.5

34
44.2

26
46.4

12
25.5

8

252
46.0

-

Notes
1. All data obtained from the same sources as Table 3.
2. The data presented in Tables 5 & 6 allows identification of three distinct periods of Irish migration to
the West Coast during the nineeenth century. The first and largest of these took place in the foundation
period (1865-69) and incorporated a substantial number of newcomers who had previously resided in
Otago. A second, less spectacular phase (1870-1885) featured a higher proportion of married couples,
families and single women than previously. In the final period (1886-1900), unmarried adults comprised
three-quarters of all Irish migrants and the inflow's demographic profile bore striking similarities to the
gold-rush period, albeit on a reduced scale.
Table 7: Age D210istribution of West Coast Irish at Date of Arrival in New Zealand, 1864-1900
0-14

15-19

20-24

25-29

30-34

35-54

55+

280
23.6

283
23.9
(9.9)

2.8

(1.1)

104
18.3
(9.3)

29
5.1
(1.2)

Males (N=1175)
N

19
1.6

(13.7)

35
3.0
(11.7)

235
19.8
(35.5)

300
25.3
(27.0)

23

Median Age: 28.5 (22.5)
Females (N=568)
N

26
4.6
(14.2)

72
12.7
(20.4)

130
22.9
(35.6)

119
21.0

15.5
(18.3)

Median Age: 25.9 (21.2)
Sources: All data obtained from the same sources as Table 3 except the figures in brackets, which record
total age distribution of emigrants as a percentage from the whole of Ireland as listed in Commission on
Emigration and Other Problems, 1948-1954, Dublin, 1954, pp. 122, 320.
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Broadly speaking, these newcomers were considerably older than their
counterparts who left Ireland for various global destinations during the nineteenth
century.47 In total, the West Coast received almost twice the proportion of persons
aged between 25 and 34 found elsewhere in the diaspora.48 Equally striking is
the fact that about one-quarter of all the migrants were over 35, compared to
one-tenth of their compatriots at home. This trend is strengthened when one
considers that the figures used in this analysis record the age of migrants on
arrival in New Zealand and do not reflect the situation in the region. A
considerable minority would, therefore, have been much older when they finally
made their way to the West Coast. In terms of religion, these patterns show
little variation among males, but there are significant differences by denomination
for women. Whereas the median age of Anglican women was 28.5 years, Roman
Catholics were on average three years younger (25.3) and marginally tess likely
to have been married at the time of their arrival on the West Coast than the
Protestant cohort.
Obtaining information about the socio-economic background of the
newcomers is a more hazardous undertaking. Probate files contain few references
to prior social status, and data from other sources is fraught with ambiguity.
Such is the case with death certificates, which required officiating doctors or
coroners to complete standardized forms recording 14 items including the name
and occupation of the deceased person's father. Some local registrars appear to
have been reluctant to enter these details in their inventories and the occupational
titles used in the extant listings lack any real consistency. These problems are
made worse by the common tendency for Irish rural labourers and assisting
relatives to describe themselves as 'landholders' or 'farmers', no matter how
tenuous their connections with the landed property.49 Despite these limitations,
the source materials in question provide a broad indication of the pre-migration
background of the West Coast Irish and allow construction of a plausible
interpretation as to their meaning. Table 8 shows the social origins of 1104
persons for whom reliable information can be ascertained. According to this
data, a high proportion of the inflow comprised the disinherited offspring of
Irish tenant farmers for whom rural society offered few opportunities (65.9%).
Table 8: .Socio-Economic Background of West Coast Irish, 1864-1900
Occupation of father

pre-

1860-64

1865-69

1870-74

1875-79

1860

post-

not

1880

known
3

Totals

Professional
N

3

8

8

2

2

1

%

4.7

3.4

1.8

1.5

1.7

1.0

27
2.4

Proprietors, officials, etc.
N

3

23

28

14

11

11

%

4.7

9.9

6.2

10.5

9.3

10.8

2

92
8.0

Farmers
N

44

136

322

86

78

62

29

757

%

68.8

58.4

70.9

64.7

66.1

60.8

-

66.2

3

Skilled trades
N

10

43

55

24

14

17

%

15.6

18.5

12.1

18.0

11.9

16.7

166
14.5

Semi- and unskilled
N

4

23

41

7

13

11

2

101

%

6.2

9.9

9.0

5.3

11.0

10.8

-

8.8

Source: Registry of Births, Deaths and Marriages (Lower Hutt).
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The children of agricultural labourers, on the other hand, were badly underrepresented (9.0%) relative to their numbers in the Irish population and compared
with the corresponding figures for Catholic Irish immigrants resident in the
province of Canterbury (22.6%).50 Denominational differences are particularly
evident in relation to adherents of the Church of Ireland. The Anglican component
included a larger number of persons whose fathers were professionals (7.7%)
or proprietors (17.7%) than Roman Catholics or Presbyterians, while
considerably fewer had been engaged in farming or menial occupations (52.3%
and 6.9%). Nonetheless, the wider picture is clear and accords with anecdotal
evidence that suggests the West Coast's Irish population came from ' [the] wellto-do classes at home', with a pronounced bias towards the sons and daughters
of small and middling tenant farmers.51
In summary, then, I have argued that Irish movement to the region was highly
selective in terms of age, gender, county origin, religion and marital status.
Altogether, Irish migrants comprised about one-quarter of the West Coast's
foreign-born population throughout the entire period 1864-1900. The regional
origins of the inflow were quite distinctive and centred upon a cluster of southern
rural districts with strong Australian connections in Clare, Tipperary, Limerick,
King's and Kilkenny. An important secondary concentration developed around
north-east Ulster and featured a disproportionate number of Roman Catholics,
as well as a chronic excess of emigrant males. While single men dominated the
West Coast's intake in absolute numbers, more than half of all Irish women had
married before making their way to the region. In addition, migrants of both
sexes were considerably older than their compatriots who ventured elsewhere
and most had served extensive colonial apprenticeships in other global
destinations. Finally, the balance of religious affiliations among the West Coast
Irish closely matched the eastern Australian colonies and included a similar
proportion of newcomers from rural backgrounds.
Scholars working in the field of international migration history have used a
wide range of variables to explain the selective process of global population
movements between the years 1815-1920. Hence the propensity of specific
groups or individuals to leave particular homelands might be viewed as the
outcome of age, gender, family structure or economic circumstances. We know
that each of these factors played an important part in shaping the movement of
Irish men and women to the West Coast. But the role of associative networks
based on friendship or familial ties is less clear. A major study of Catholic Irish
migration to nineteenth-century Canterbury suggests one avenue of enquiry.52
The source materials used in this analysis show that the eastern province's
migrant stream comprised clusters of people bound to one another by
acquaintance and kinship ties, for whom the colony became a viable alternative
at a critical stage in their lives. In short, ascriptive social networks were deeply
involved in the migration process and provided an important basis for mutual
assistance and solidarity. Australian historians have documented similar patterns
of chain migration in several different locations and one scholar has identified
personal relationships — along with state paternalism — as a major determinant
of Irish movement to the colonies.53
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To what extent were these kinds of interpersonal connections influential
among the West Coast Irish? The absence of detailed population records mean
that it is impossible to resolve this question with any degree of certainty.
Nonetheless, some useful information on migrant network patterns can be
abstracted from nomination files when these sources are combined with other
documentation. The bills system operated by the central government in the 1870s
formed part of a 'two-tier' recruitment policy governing state-assisted migration
to New Zealand.54 Under these regulations, colonial residents were able to
nominate family and friends in the United Kingdom and Europe for a subsidized
passage by paying a substantial contribution towards their fare. Although deposits
for classes other than female domestic servants amounted to one-third of the
full price for a nominated migrant, this sum still compared unfavourably with
the cost of an unassisted steerage ticket to North America. Thus even the standard
contribution for single men, which ranged from £4 to £6 throughout the decade,
represented a major outlay for sponsors in terms of funding and organization.
In short, the nomination process was neither free nor unconstrained.55 Rather, it
constituted a major source of private funding for immigration to New Zealand
and considerably reduced state expenditure on recruitment campaigns by
devolving some of the responsibility for the selection of new migrants to local
receiving networks.
A close analysis of Westland's surviving inventory shows that Irish settlers
made extensive use of the bills system to bring relatives and friends to the
colony (see Table 9).56 Altogether, Ireland received nearly two-thirds of all
nominations sent from the region during the period 1872-3. Of these, more than
half went to Munster (54.7%), with counties Clare, Limerick and Tipperary
accounting for about two-fifths of the total (40.3%). An examination of individual
forms points to the existence of localized migration chains connecting Westland
communities with specific points of origin such as Ennis (County Clare),
Castlegregory (County Kerry) and Birr (King's County). It is also noteworthy
that Irish sponsors recognized a wider range of relatives and friends than other
nationalities and were much more inclined to extend their munificence to
potential emigrants of the same generation.57 More surprising is that nearly
three-fifths (58.3%) of all the Irish nominees were single women. Presumably
this distinctive preference represented a considered response to labour market
conditions on the West Coast, which featured a perpetual shortage of domestic
servants.58 The notion that local Irish exploited the bills system to import suitable
Table 9: Destination of West Coast Nomination Forms, 1872-1873

Nominations
N
%
Nominees
N
%

Ireland

England

Scotland

Continental
Europe

Other

Totals

159
62.4

49
19.2

30
11.8

14
5.5

3
1.2

255
100

319
53.6

121
20.3

100
16.8

48
8.1

7
1.2

595
100

Sources: Im 10/4, National Archives, Christchurch.
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numbers of marriageable females is also attractive, but this explanation cannot
wholly account for the discrepancy without better supporting evidence. Overall,
it is apparent that Irish settlers gained some measure of control over the selection
of further migrants during the 1870s through the elaborate machinery of
government nomination schemes. The arrangement and payment of deposits
for kinsfolk, neighbours and friends was a carefully planned exercise, which
led to the same kind of 'reiterated self-replication' evident in the Australian
colonies. 59 And it suggests that pioneering cohorts were instrumental in
promoting migration, even though the mechanisms facilitating these activities
remain unclear.
The complex process of negotiation that accompanied the practice of
nominating relatives and friends to the colony is revealed in correspondence
with colonial administrators. Mary Neylon of Addison's Flat, for example, sought
a refund of £5 from the central government for the passage of a County Clare
farmer, David Clune, who had 'refused to Immigrate and has likewise written
to me to that effect' ,60 On the other hand, the father of Annie and Bridget Halley
forbade his daughters to take a nominated passage deposited by their sister in
Greymouth and insisted they travel to the colony from California. An Auckland
immigration official established that the sisters had travelled 'from Ireland by
way of New York, and thence to California en route for Auckland, but under
whose direction, or at whose cost they professed to be wholly ignorant, and
they had no papers of any kind to shew. They stated that they were nominated
by their sister resident at Greymouth, and were told by fellow passengers that
the Government would send them on from Auckland. When this was declined,
their friends at Greymouth, I am informed here, paid their passage (10 pounds)
per Lady Bird south.'61 The relatively frequent comments such as 'declines no
reason' and 'gone & left no address' on cancelled bills are much less revealing
about the degree of co-operation between families in Ireland and their
connections in Westland.62 Yet the possibility that recipients of nominated
passages might decline the opportunity of deliverance in the New World does
not seem to have deterred Irish nominators. Some correspondents like Edward
Duffy enthusiastically expressed their desire to bring out 'friends' from Ireland.63
Others were sufficiently confident in their dealings with the bureaucracy to
propose alternative arrangements to existing regulations. John and Maurice
O'Connor of Greymouth, for example, nominated large numbers of kinsfolk
from County Tipperary during the early 1870s. The town's immigration officer,
James Wylde, considered these newcomers 'a superior class' and noted the
O'Connors were:
... desirous of sending for other members of their family, who having capital, wish to settle
here, and would bring a considerable number of ordinary Immigrants with them. They
have not sufficient means to pay the full amount of, say, second class passages and leave
them sufficient for establishing them in the Colony, and they will not come amongst the
ordinary immigrants. Under the circumstances Messrs O'Connor apply that free passages
may be granted them under the usual regulations, but that they shall be allowed to come as
second class passengers by paying the difference to the Agent General or to the ship owners.
. . . I think it desirable to give every encouragement to these people, as there already here
are an excellent class of settlers and I have every reason to believe will induce a large
stream of Immigration from the part of Ireland from which they come.64
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In another case, the New Zealand nomination system was reshaped to
accommodate familial connections in eastern Australia. Ellen Connell, the
proprietress of Westport's City Hotel, paid a deposit for the passages of her
sister, brother and father, who sailed to Nelson on the Mataura in 1875. After
the vessel's arrival, she removed all three to lodgings in the town and proceeded
to arrange their departure for Melbourne aboard the Albion. Nelson's immigration
officer, Charles Elliot, reported that Connell's father had no idea that he was
expected to continue on to Victoria and, in fact, signed a promissory note for
£16 to cover the costs of his voyage.65 In her own testimony, Ellen Connell
claimed he 'went to Melbourne to see more children of his and he and brother
intend comming back to me', while her sister, Johanna, remained in Westport.
Furthermore, her financial circumstances were such that an immediate payment
of the outstanding fares would cause severe hardship.66 Subsequent letters
indicate that Ellen Connell's actions were not intentionally fraudulent.67 Instead,
it seems likely that she did not fully comprehend the significance of the political
and administrative boundaries framing colonial immigration policies. Johanna
Connell's eventual departure 'to keep house' for her father in Melbourne and
Ellen's willingness to reimburse the state for passage money owed by relatives
forcefully reminds us that familial obligations regularly extended across the
Tasman.
The function of informal social networks in structuring the flow of migrants
into Westland and south-west Nelson is further illuminated by information
adduced from probate records.68 An examination of surviving testaments from
the West Coast for the period 1865-1910 suggests that Irish movement to the
region was a collective rather than individual enterprise.69 Although some
newcomers travelled independently, a substantial majority were reliant on
kinsfolk and friends for information, advice and material assistance during the
process of migration and settlement. This pattern held true even for the most
restless migrants and found expression in the executorships created by Irish
testators.
One of the most critical decisions facing a person making a will was the
choice of suitable executors to administer the estate and carry out the wishes
expressed in the testament. We may surmise that the resolution of this question
in favour of certain named individuals implies a relationship of trust between a
testator and those selected. Conversely, a lack of recognition toward^'«Sthers
who might have been given this responsibility suggests they were thought less
capable of managing the deceased's worldly affairs. It is significant that among
single Irish males, more than three-fifths of all testators chose to appoint
expatriate neighbours or acquaintances as executors of their estates (63.6%). A
substantial minority entrusted kinsfolk with this responsibility (19.3%), while
many made use of local storekeepers, priests, or merchants in joint partnership
with friends.
The testamentary preferences of widowed adults closely matched those of
single men in terms of property management. 7 0 Bridget Houlahan of
Dillmanstown, for example, named a parish priest, Matthias McManus, and an
Irish Catholic storeman, John Crowley, as joint trustees and guardians of her
three infant children.71 Similarly, Leinster-born James Jones considered his
executors, Bernard Ward and Patrick Dee, sufficiently trustworthy to administer
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his property for the benefit of his brother and 'such of my children as [they]
shall in their absolute discretion think fit' ,72 The wills of married men, however,
are less revealing. Altogether, about two-thirds of this group named wives as
executors of their estates (66.6%), with slightly more than half entrusting this
duty to wives alone (53.3%). In cases where testators chose to exclude their
spouses from this role they constructed executorships which re-created Old
World social ties. Nonetheless, even these men showed great willingness to
bequeath all of their estates to their wives and most provided widows with
sizeable powers of disposal over property.73 This raises the intriguing possibility
that Irish women enjoyed a higher status in nineteenth-century Westland and
south-west Nelson than their contemporaries in the province of Canterbury.74
The patterns of executorship revealed in the testamentary evidence underline
the importance of contact among ex-neighbours and relatives for Irish settlers
in the region. Yet the principal concern of those who left wills was the final
disposition of their worldly property. In this regard, the probated estates of
unmarried men contain some of the best information on immigrant social ties.
These testators did not have to balance as many competing interests as other
groups and they were usually better placed to extend their generosity to distant
kinsfolk and friends. Altogether, single males directed bequests to persons outside
their immediate families in nearly three-quarters of the extant probates (71.6%).
Siblings featured in about three-fifths of the wills (60.2%), while non-kin were
referred to in more than one-third (34.1 %).75
A common theme that emerges in these testaments is the frequency with
which friendships and family ties extended across the Tasman. James Quillinan
of Capleston, for example, named William Noonan and Richard Dunphy as
trustees and executors of his worldly affairs. He bequeathed his hut and personal
possessions to an acquaintance, James McCaffrey, and directed that a sum of
£10 be applied for the benefit of Reefton miner, Peter McDonnell. Quillinan
devised one-third of the residuary interest in his estate to a niece, Alice Hayes
of Ballarat. His executors were instructed to divide the remainder equally
between a second niece, his sister and brother-in-law, all of whom were resident
in Geelong.76
A significant minority of testators also remembered relatives in Ireland when
naming their legatees. Kerry-born Thomas O'Rourke stipulated that all his
property was to be sold and a sum of less than £80 set aside 'in connection with
my wake and funeral and the erection of a suitable tombstone and railing around
my grave'. He willed £20 to procure masses and granted the remainder to his
three siblings in Gurtduff.77 In a similar vein, Richard Bayley bequeathed the
residue of his estate 'unto my sister Mrs Isabella Comerford formerly of Finnoe,
Bonis O Kane, Tipperary, Ireland, now probably of Dublin' and in the event of
her death to the children of his brother, Henry, of Finnoe House.78 Case studies
such as these highlight the continuing importance of familial obligations in
Ireland for the West Coast's Irish population and show that inheritance sometimes
entailed the transfer of considerable material resources to those at home.
Perhaps the most striking evidence relating to interaction between expatriate
neighbours, acquaintances and kinsfolk is found in documentation generated
by intestacy cases.79 In accordance with colonial laws, those seeking to administer
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the property of persons who died without leaving a will were expected to find
sureties and furnish sworn affidavits in support of their petition. Probate courts
also required successful applicants to provide an inventory of the decedent's
belongings and a detailed account of all disbursements made under the
administration of the estate. Tipperary-born John Clerehan died at Maori Creek
in 1896 leaving property worth £352. His eldest brother, Patrick, who resided
in Melbourne, stated that John had been in regular correspondence with him
since his arrival on the West Coast in the mid-1860s. He was also survived by
another brother, Daniel, and a sister, Anne, both of whom were also living in
the Victorian capital. Patrick's son, Roderick, applied successfully to the Supreme
Court in Greymouth for letters of administration to the estate of his deceased
uncle and secured a bond with the assistance of a Maori Creek storekeeper,
Jeremiah O'Donnell, and Martin Shanahan of Greymouth.80
By contrast, the will of Croninville miner Patrick Donovan could not be
found after his death in 1891. In a sworn affidavit, his working mate, Dennis
Collins, claimed he was 'born next door' to the deceased in the townland of
Burawn, County Cork, and had 'known him since my early childhood'. The
two men had not been separated during their sojourn in the colonies and used 'a
common purse'. In addition, Donovan made frequent visits to Charleston and
always stayed at Collins's house. On one occasion, he contracted a severe illness
and executed a will in the presence of Westport's parish priest, Father Thomas
Walshe, Charleston journalist Patrick Kittson, and Cork-born labourer William
Mullins: Collins's wife, Alice, who nursed Donovan during his convalescence,
carefully related the contents of her former patient's testament. He bequeathed
all his mining property at Croninville to her son, James, and devised the residue
to Dennis Collins. In his religious dispositions, Donovan willed £10 to Reverend
Father Walshe 'for the celebration of Masses for the repose of his soul' and
asked Alice Collins 'to see that his wishes were carried out'. The Westport
Supreme Court was sufficiently impressed by this supporting affidavit to grant
the probate for Donovan's estate to her husband.81
Ulster-born Alexander Mitchell, on the other hand, drowned in a remote
section of the Waimea River where there existed 'no grave yards, no roads and
no other means of carriage of [his] remains . . . than on men's shoulders'. The
documentation surrounding an application for letters of administration to
Mitchell's estate by his two surviving brothers shows that he emigrated from
the family homestead at Ballinaskeagh, County Down, in 1846. After landing
in Quebec, he made his way to Dundas, where he secured a clerkship in a local
foundry. Mitchell disliked this position intensely and told his father that he
would rather 'beg for work everyday than be confined the way I have been this
summer'. 82 He tried his hand at harvesting in the company of an ex-neighbour
and claimed to have earned 'a good deal more money' than from his previous
engagement. Yet he complained bitterly that a lack of capital prevented him
from purchasing suitable farm land in Canada. Mitchell made repeated appeals
for financial assistance from home and combined expressions of filial piety in
his own correspondence with reproaches about 'odd and disrespectful' letters
received from Ireland. 83 These requests became more desperate when he
borrowed money to purchase a small farm in Woolwich, Canada West, and
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faced mounting pressure from creditors. Despite this dispute with his family,
Mitchell continued to take part in deliberations about further emigration by
relatives and acted as a patron for new arrivals. He employed 'a little daughter
of Ann jane Porters' as a housekeeper during the winter of 1850 and assured his
father that he would find work for the son of an old acquaintance: 'I will take an
Interest in his welfare so far as in my powers or any person in the neighbourhood.
If James wishes to work for me i will give him more than he can get from
another and if not where ever he works i will see his pay is sure' ,M A combination
of hard times and bad debts eventually broke his resolve to remain on the land
and he joined the exodus of 'new chums' bound for the Victorian goldfields in
1853.
Mitchell did not correspond directly with kinsfolk in Ireland during his sojourn
in the Australasian colonies but maintained some degree of contact by sending
newspapers to members of his family. More importantly, he was able to draw
upon a network of expatriate acquaintances who provided much-needed
companionship in the New World and sustained connections with home. A former
neighbour, Richard Megaffin, for example, wrote to Mitchell's parents from
Ballarat and assured them that their son 'was doing well and in Good Health —
he wished us to Remember him to his Friends'. 85 Mitchell seems to have relied
on old companions after he had relocated his carting business in Invercargill
and extended his operations to the auriferous Waimea diggings in South
Westland. His family received periodic reports about his progress from Australian
and New Zealand migrants, whom he had instructed to call on them. Like other
intestacy records examined in this analysis, Mitchell's case documents the
persistence of Old World social ties in several different locales and suggests
that interaction with expatriates formed an essential part of the Irish experience
on the West Coast.
The persuasiveness of this interpretation is reinforced by an illuminating
sequence of letters exchanged between the expatriate Flanagans and their
connections in County Louth. At the centre of this correspondence was the
eloquent gold-miner Michael Flanagan, who emigrated to Melbourne in 1857
and eventually returned home to work his father's farm after lengthy sojourns
in the eastern Australian colonies, the West Coast and California (see Plate 3).
Although Michael's colonial experiences were marked by extensive mobility,
the 19 surviving letters in this series affirm the enduring significance of family
and neighbourhood networks in structuring the migration process. His
enthusiastic account of a reunion with an elder brother in Queensland must
have provided some consolation to an 'Uncle Priest' in Ireland:
About the end of August last I left Melbourne for this colony to join Pat from whom I
had a letter a few days previous to me leaving in which he gave a rather favourable
account of the diggings . . . . The time passed well enough during our journey the nights
being pretty cool compensated us a little for the fatigues of the day under the nearly
perpendicular sun. On the thirteenth day from our leaving the coast we got a first glimpse
of a curiously made up little township composed of bark and slabs and this was the
diggings. I was over a week on the diggings before I found Pat. One day I was wending
my way amongst the bark and slabs which compose the township and I saw advancing
before one curious looking bushman and as I came close and got a nearer view I found
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I saw the face before not untill he put out his hand and began laughing did I fully recognise
the man I was in search of. Pat was a good deal changed since I last saw him before. His
appearance would nearly put one in mind of a Maori. The sun of Queensland browned
him very much but the climate did not disagree with him. He was in perfect health, but
he looked rather thinner than when I last saw him and although New Zealand seems to
have agreed well with him during the three years he was there he did not look three years
younger after all. There were two Clougher men along with him when I met him who
were his mates one of these was the young man who came out along with Dick Sheridan
— Pat Kirk. 86

Plate 3: Michael Flanagan of Tobertoby, County Louth, sailed from Liverpool to
Melbourne with his brother, Patrick, in 1857. He spent time at various destinations in
eastern Australia, the West Coast and the United States, before returning to Ireland at
the request of his father in 1890. 'Instead . . . of the lad of seventeen years you last
saw.' Michael warned him, 'you will meet a grey old man of fifty'. Michael Flanagan
to John Flanagan, 20 May 1890. (Courtesy of Donald
Murphy)
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It is significant that Michael Flanagan emphasized the importance of
companionship as a prerequisite for 'getting on' in Australasia: 'The friendship
of any true friend and especially one who had influence would certainly be a
great benefit to any young man in a strange country but to the friendless and the
lonely and to those who do not possess the natural gift of being bold and
shameless and who have not plenty of what in the colony is called "cheek" it is
hard, very hard to obtain a footing amongst a class who make money by means
which I would live a poor man all my life rather than descend to.' 87 The intricate
system of intelligence that connected rural Irish households to distant West
Coast settlements and their busy expatriate networks was vividly illustrated
during Michael's residence in Charleston. After the death of Louthman Patrick
Kirk in a street brawl, the deceased's mother appealed to Flanagan for assistance
in retrieving her son's estate. Bridget Kirk's heart-rending petition served as a
powerful instrument of moral persuasion:
. . . poor Patt was the quietest child I ever rared it is little I though the day he left
Clougher that I would never see him again . . . when Patt father heard he heard it on
Monday and he died in 10 days after he died on the 16 of febuary and he never wore in
better health he was at mass the Sunday before he heard so you must think that was a
trial to lose my husband and son in 3 months there is nothing breaking my heart but to
think of him being without the Priest fare from home.88

The explicit nature of her instructions to 'get the money' deposited by Patrick
in the Bank of New South Wales and the admission that 'it was bad enough to
lose him self and not all his Property' were unusual recitations in the context of
Irish-Australian correspondence.89 Such directness suggests that the letters were
an act of desperation on the part of a vulnerable and. dependent widow rather
than a blatant expression of avarice.90 The impact of her appeal was no doubt
enhanced by the collaboration of Michael's 'Uncle Priest', who advised his
nephews to 'do your best to have every thing right. Yet do it prudently without
making an enemy for yourselves'. 91 Whatever their typicality, the voices that
emerge from these letters show that the moral and material obligations prescribed
by Irish society 'did not lapse through separation'.92 The renewal of contact
with home and the replication of Old World networks in Westland and southwest Nelson served a consolatory function for those dispersed through emigration
and eased the adjustment of emigrants to unfamiliar terrain.
What conclusions can be drawn about the nature of Irish migration to the West
Coast of New Zealand's South Island between 1864 and 1900? In the first
instance, the geographical origins of the region's migrant stream were quite
distinctive. The extant listings show a marked bias towards key centres of
Australian emigration such as Tipperary, Clare and Limerick in Munster, Galway
in Connaught, and Kings and Kilkenny in Leinster. This pattern is hardly
surprising given that the physical isolation of the West Coast from the rest of
the South Island helped turn the region into 'an economic dependency of Victoria'
during the mid-1860s and made its capital, Hokitika, 'a Trans-Tasman suburb
of Melbourne' ,93 Yet the movement also featured an important secondary cluster
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based around the north-east Ulster counties of Antrim, Down and Deny — an
area which had strong connections with the provinces of Canterbury and Otago.
The existence of chain migration among the West Coast's expatriate population
ensured the predominance of these originating localities remained constant
throughout the period under consideration. Whatever their origins, an
overwhelming majority of newcomers emanated from a rural, small-farming
environment in Ireland. They were considerably older than their compatriots
arriving in the great emigration ports of Liverpool, New York, or Sydney and
they possessed markedly different levels of experience acquired during an
extended colonial apprenticeship. By Irish standards, these expatriates were
multi-skilled and extremely resourceful. Most had procured experience through
prolonged exposure to Australia's labour market, and this learning served as
preparation for the hardships of everyday life on the West Coast.
The composite profile of Irish migration to the region closely resembled
Australian patterns in terms of religious affiliation, socio-economic status and
proportional representation. Like their counterparts in south-western New South
Wales, for example, these newcomers encountered an environment where
intergroup relations were structured by an ethos of cosmopolitanism and the
absence of entrenched power bases.94 The Irish-born were a numerically strong
charter group, whose members actively participated in the process of colonization
and in the formation of local community life. But it is true that the West Coast's
Irish intake differed from the conesponding movement to eastern Australia in
several respects. The preponderance of single males, the disproportionate number
of married women and the dominance of privately financed immigration among
the region's expatriates reflected diverging trajectories of economic development
in each destination. Yet the crucial function of Old World social ties in influencing
migration to the West Coast suggests underlying similarities with Australian
patterns of settlement and adjustment. In practical terms, the selective re-creation
of kinship and neighbourhood networks provided an important source of
companionship, material assistance and information for recent arrivals on the
goldfields. On another level, however, the persistence of these connections
offered a pragmatic solution to the consequences of dispersion by preserving
notions of familial duty prescribed by Irish society. Distance may have strained
or even broken allegiances anchored in Ireland — as the Mitchell conespondence
shows — but the evidence seems to indicate that migrants constructed complex
webs of association, which extended across the Tasman in both directions and
stretched as far as distant rural households in the Bunen of Clare. Although this
conclusion must remain provisional, the close links of mobility and kinship
that tied the West Coast Irish to the colonies of Victoria and New South Wales
suggest that their experiences also need to be incorporated into the nanatives of
Irish-Australian history.
LYNDON FRASER

University of Canterbury
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82 Alexander Mitchell to James Mitchell, 1 August 1847, CH A474/1865, NA-CH.
83 Alexander Mitchell to Jane Mitchell, 1 September 1850, CH A474/1865, NA-CH.
84 ibid., NA-CH; Alexander Mitchell to James Mitchell, 24 January 1850, CH A474/1865, NACH.
85 Richard Megaffin to his parents, 3 September 1857, CH A474/1865, NA-CH.
86 Michael Flanagan to Reverend Richard Flanagan, 18 February 1865, courtesy of Donald
Murphy. (I am indebted to Angela McCarthy for assistance in locating these private letters.)
87 ibid., 18 February 1865.
88 Bridget Kirk to Michael Flanagan, 10 May 1870, courtesy of Donald Murphy.
89 ibid, lOMay 1870; Bridget Kirk to Michael Flanagan, 5 December 1871, courtesy of Donald
Murphy.
90 For a different interpretation of this correspondence, see David Fitzpatrick, '"An Ocean of
Consolation": Letters and Irish Immigration to Australia', in Eric Richards, Richard Reid and David
Fitzpatrick, Visible Immigrants: Neglected Sources for the History of Australian Immigration,
Canberra, 1989, p.71.
91 Reverend Richard Flanagan to Michael and Patrick Flanagan, 12 May 1870, courtesy of
Donald Murphy.
92 Fitzpatrick in Richards et al., p.71.
93 May, The West Coast Gold Rushes, p.480.
94 See Campbell, The Kingdom of the Ryans, esp. pp.75-79.
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